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As a recent post graduate with 2 years experience post MD, I look
forward to work in an environment which recognizes the value of hard
work and trusts me with responsibilities and challenges , at the same
time provides me with opportunities continue learning new techniques
and perfecting my skills.

Assistant professor
Topiwala nair medical College
Currently working as senior lecturer in Nair hospital (1800 bedded )
catering different superspecialty ots including cvts, neurosurgery,
plastic surgery, uro surgery .
I have been handling and overseeing emergency cases including
neonatal cases and ASA 3 or 4 during emergency hours during my
current tenure 

Panel anaesthesiologist
Wadia maternity hospital
Semi private hospital catering only to labor cases where I have been
doing emergency night shifts as a sole anaesthesiologist during that
shift.

Senior resident
Rajiv Gandhi medical College, Kalwa
I have handled emergency pediatric cases and surgical cases single
handedly during my tenure.
I had had very good exposure and workload of high risk obstetric cases
over the period I worked as a senior resident.

Residency
Lokamanya tilak municipal medical college, Sion
1800 bedded hospital 
Trained to manage trauma ot and trauma icu
Cumulative experience of 1 yr in managing surgical icu
Exposure to various superspecialty ots cardiac cathlab, virtual
interventional radiology and difficult airway scenario .
Trained in handling NORA
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Exposure in covid icu management 

Lokamanya tilak municipal medical College/sion/Maharashtra
University of health sciences
MD Anaesthesiology
64%

SRTR government medical College/Maharashtra University of health
sciences
MBBS
65%

St Joseph public school/ ISC
Higher secondary
80%

Skilled in using ultrasound machine for blocks and securing lines
Skilled in intubation and resuscitation
Skilled in difficult airway scenario
Spinal epidural
Labor analgesia

Dissertation
A PROSPECTIVE OBSERVATIONAL STUDY TO COMPARE THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF TRANS NASAL HUMIDIFIED RAPID INSUFFLATION
VENTILATORY EXCHANGE (THRIVE) VERSUS CONVENTIONAL
METHOD FOR APNOEIC OXYGENATION IN MICROLARYNGEAL
SURGERIES IN ADULT PATIENTS.

Speak: Malayalam, English, Hindi, Marathi, Tamil. Read: Malayalam,
English, Hindi , Marathi. Write: Malayalam, English, Hindi .
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